
Today on QoS… 

Hey there, lovely listeners! Welcome back to another awesome episode of 
"Queen of Swords." I'm Eva, your friendly neighborhood guide on this wild 
exploration into the captivating realm of human connections. 

Now, let's talk about relationships – those colorful threads that weave the 
beautiful tapestry of our lives. They bring us joy, laughter, and of course, a few 
"oh boy, what's happening?" moments along the way. 

Today's topic is as delicate as a butterfly's wing and as crucial as your morning 
coffee fix: trust issues. Yep, you know those times when doubts start tap-dancing 
in your mind, making you question the very foundation of a connection. It's like a 
suspenseful plot twist in the movie of life! 

But fret not, my awesome listeners! We're here to dive deep, dish out some real-
talk insights, and serve up a heaping helping of down-to-earth advice on how to 
navigate trust issues in relationships. No hocus-pocus here – just good old-
fashioned wisdom and relatable conversations. 

In this episode, we're rolling up our sleeves and getting into the nitty-gritty of 
what causes trust struggles. We'll be chatting about how to rebuild that trust 
bridge that might've gotten a bit shaky, and we'll even take a detour into the 
world of trusting ourselves – an adventure worth embarking on! 

Oh, and guess what? We've got a special treat in store for you – yep, another 
Q&A session jam-packed with questions straight from you, our awesome 
listeners! So buckle up, because we're diving into the heart of trust matters 
together. 

Whether you've personally wrestled with trust issues or you're just super curious 
about the intricate dance of trust within relationships, you're in for a treat. 

So, let's hop on this roller coaster of wisdom and experience. Get your comfiest 
spot sorted, wrap your hands around that cozy cup of your favorite warm 
beverage, and let's peel back the layers of trust to uncover those sparkling gems 
hiding beneath the surface. Ready? Let's roll! 

Segment 1: Trust Unveiled 
 
Ah, trust – that invisible thread that holds relationships together. You won't believe 
the stats on this one – according to a survey by the American Psychological 
Association, a whopping 47% of couples pointed their fingers at lack of trust as a 
major cause of breakups. Talk about a trust tumble, right? So, if trust issues are 
knocking on your relationship's door, know that you're in the company of many.




We've all had those moments – the sneaky doubts, the eyebrow raises, the 
nagging questions that camp out in your thoughts. Ever caught yourself sneakily 
glancing at your partner's phone or dissecting their every word? It's like being on 
a rollercoaster, except this one takes a toll on your heart, not your stomach.


But let's dive into the nitty-gritty of why trust becomes a slippery slope. Imagine 
trust as a delicate glass vase. As time rolls on, those tiny cracks appear – those 
little moments of doubt, like a missed call or a message that goes unanswered. If 
left to brew, those cracks can transform into a rickety foundation.


The roots of trust issues? They're like a recipe with multiple ingredients. Past 
experiences play a huge part here, and I'm not just talking about ex-relationships. 
Childhood memories, friendships, even family dynamics – they all shade the lens 
through which we see trust.


And guess what? Social media and tech have walked into the trust arena too. In 
this hyper-connected world, we're ironically left feeling more disconnected and 
wary. It's like our phones are our BFFs and arch-enemies at the same time.


Hold up, though! Trust issues aren't always as blatant as snooping through texts. 
Sometimes, it's those subtle signals that ring the alarm. Maybe your partner's 
suddenly got Fort Knox-level privacy, or future plans are suddenly taboo. These 
are like neon signs pointing to deeper issues within the relationship.


Now, while trust issues might seem like a solo act, they're more of a tango for 
two. Keep in mind, it's not a solo show – both partners are co-stars. A trust 
drought can turn into defensiveness and withdrawal, and that's a dance you don't 
want to tango with.


But hey, we're not leaving you hanging. Throughout this episode, we're dishing 
out some handy strategies to rebuild that trust foundation, brick by oh-so-tricky 
brick. So, stick around, because by the time we're done, you'll have a trust toolkit 
that can tackle those issues like a pro.

Segment 2: Roots of Distrust 

You ever feel like trust in relationships is that kind of sticky situation? Yeah, it's like the 
glue that holds everything together, but sometimes it's just a bit hard to handle. So, 
let's peel back those layers and get into the nitty-gritty of why trust issues can be a 
real pain. 

Trust issues don't just pop out of nowhere like a surprise party. They usually come 
from somewhere deep, like that one time in middle school when you trusted your 
BFF with your secret crush and they spilled the beans to the whole class. Turns out, 



it's not just us – a study from the Journal of Personality and Social Psychology found 
that folks who've been burned before are more likely to struggle with trust in new 
relationships. It's like lugging around a backpack full of past emotional baggage. 

I once chatted with my friend Lisa, and she spilled the beans about how her trust 
issues traced back to a former partner who played a sneaky game with their 
finances. That experience left her feeling like she needed a "Trust No One" tattoo. 
Ouch. 

Oh, and let's talk about communication mishaps – you know, those moments when 
you're talking to your partner, but it's like you're speaking different languages. Well, a 
survey by the Gottman Institute found that couples who can't quite get the words right 
are more likely to have trust issues. It's like building a sandcastle without a bucket 
and shovel – good luck with that! 

Remember that listener who shot me an email about their partner's mysterious online 
habits? Yeah, turns out, that kind of secrecy can plant some serious trust weeds. 
Lesson learned: sharing and being on the same page are like water and sunlight for 
trust. 

Now, let's chat about those sneaky little insecurities we all carry around. You know, 
those moments when you wonder if you're good enough or if someone's gonna 
ghost you. Well, studies have our backs on this one – folks with self-esteem issues or 
a fear of rejection are like trust detectives, looking for clues that their partner's gonna 
bail. It's like a fear-fueled scavenger hunt. 

I had a client once who confessed that their fear of being left hanging came from their 
childhood experiences. Talk about baggage! This past-induced paranoia can 
definitely mess with your relationship GPS. 

So, bottom line: trust issues? They usually come from old wounds, 
miscommunication blunders, and those pesky insecurities. But hey, the silver lining is 
that once we know where they're coming from, we can start untangling the mess and 
nurturing trust that's more reliable than Wi-Fi on a good day. 

Segment 3: Rebuilding Trust - Strategies for Stronger Bonds 

Hey there, let's dive deep into a topic we've all faced – the good ol' trust rebuild! 
We've all had those moments when trust feels like it's taken a detour, but don't 
worry, because we've got some trusty strategies to help you mend those bonds 
and give your relationships a boost. 

Fun fact before we dive in: did you know that a lack of communication is like 
trust's worst enemy? According to the Journal of Social and Personal 
Relationships, when we hit mute on communication, doubts and suspicions can 
start throwing a wild party in our heads. 



So, step one – let's get those lines of communication unclogged! A successful 
relationship is basically built on a foundation of honest and transparent talks. 
Sharing your inner thoughts and feelings can be like waving a magic wand over 
trust and making it stronger. 

Now, I'm all for creating a cozy emotional nest where both partners can 
comfortably spread their wings. In other words, a safe space where you can just 
be yourselves. And trust me, admitting there's a trust issue is like saying, "Hey, 
elephant in the room, you're kind of hard to ignore. Let's deal with you together." 

Remember, teamwork makes the dream work. Now, boundaries. Think of them 
like the "do not cross" tape at a crime scene, only this time, it's about preventing 
misunderstandings. Those smart folks over at the Gottman Institute tell us that 
clear boundaries are like trust superheroes – they swoop in and save the day. 

Consistency, folks, it's like the secret sauce. Those little actions you keep on 
dishing out? They're rebuilding trust, one mini-action at a time. Remember, 
keeping promises is a bit like being your relationship's personal superhero. 

And hey, speaking of superheroes, it's time for some self-awareness! Each 
partner should take a moment to reflect on their own superhero moves, or 
maybe their not-so-super moments. This self-awareness journey can be like 
giving your relationship a power-up. 

Now, let's talk about forgiveness – not the forget-and-forget kind, but more like 
the "let's not carry this resentment baggage forever" kind. Maya Angelou really 
nailed it when she said that forgiving is like giving yourself a superpower. 

Keep in mind, trust revival doesn't happen overnight. It's like growing a plant – 
you water it, you nurture it, and over time, it becomes something beautiful. And 
hey, if your trust garden needs some professional help, there's no shame in 
seeking advice from a relationship counselor. They're like the wise sages of the 
trust realm. 

Remember, friend, you're not alone on this journey of rebuilding trust. It takes 
time, it takes effort, but with a sprinkle of understanding and a dash of patience, 
you'll be back on the trust train in no time. 

Segment 4: Self-Trust and Growth 

Alright, let's dig into a topic that's like the hidden gem of trust—self-trust. You know 
that inner voice that sometimes pops up and says, "You've got this"? Well, turns out, 
it's not just a whisper; it's a powerhouse when it comes to building strong 
relationships. And hey, it's not only about trusting your partner, but also giving 
yourself a high-five in the trust department. Seriously, researchers from the Journal 
of Personality and Social Psychology have the scoop: folks who have a solid dose 



of self-trust tend to rock more fulfilling and satisfying relationships overall. 

But how on earth do we grow this self-trust thing and level up our relationship 
game? Buckle up, because we're diving in! 

First off, let's start with some self-awareness action. Take a breather to think about 
what makes you awesome and where you're headed. Whether you're jotting down 
thoughts in a journal, whispering positive vibes to yourself, or even getting zen with 
mindfulness, these small habits can turn into trust-building gold mines. 

Oh, and here's a fun fact for your brain's file cabinet: the Journal of Positive 
Psychology let us in on a secret. Regular self-care is like the VIP ticket to self-trust 
town. Think about it: when we treat ourselves like the precious gems we are, we're 
basically shouting to the universe, "I trust myself enough to show up and shine." 

Now, let's talk about conquering goals. Yep, those personal victories, big or small, 
are self-trust boosters. Learning a new skill, geeking out over a hobby, or even 
staying loyal to a workout routine—each checkmark adds a bit more swagger to 
your self-trust groove. 

And listen up, we're all humans on this rollercoaster of life. Mistakes? Oh yeah, 
they're the seasoning of growth. Embrace the bumps and practice a little self-
compassion. It's like sending yourself a big ol' hug and saying, "You're learning, and 
that's what counts." 

But guess what? The plot thickens. Building up your self-trust isn't just about your 
solo journey; it's a team player in your relationships. A study from the Journal of 
Social and Personal Relationships brings the popcorn-worthy drama: higher self-
trust equals more rock-solid friendships and partnerships. 

So, there you have it. When you give your self-trust some TLC, you're not just 
crafting a sweet bond with yourself. You're also dialing up the awesome in all the 
connections you've got. It's like becoming your own relationship superhero and 
throwing some trust magic into the mix. 

Segment 5: Listener Stories and Questions (5 minutes) 
Alright, let's dive into some real-life stories and questions about trust in 
relationships! Remember, you're always welcome to drop us a line through social 
media or our website – we're here to chat, share, and learn together. Let's jump 
right in!


Question 1: Beth from California~ Hey there! My partner and I have been 
together for years, but recently, I've been struggling with trusting them 
whenever they're out with friends. It's affecting our connection. Any advice? 

Hey there, Beth! Your situation is totally relatable – we've all had those moments 



of doubt. So, you're not alone! Here's the scoop: trust issues can sometimes pop 
up due to past experiences or even our own insecurities. Believe it or not, a study 
by the savvy folks at the University of Denver found that past betrayals can really 
mess with our trust radar in future relationships. Crazy, right?


But fret not, there's a treasure chest of advice for you. First up, let's talk 
"communication." Picture this: you and your partner are sitting comfortably, 
talking things out like the protagonists of a heartfelt rom-com. Open up, share 
your feelings, and explain how these trust concerns are impacting your emotional 
journey. It's like casting a spell that deepens your bond through vulnerability.


Oh, and remember, the way your partner reacts says a lot. If they're all ears and 
willing to work things out together, that's like finding a rare gem in a mystical 
forest. And don't forget to do a bit of soul-searching too. Dive into why these trust 
waves are hitting you. Past experiences or maybe some nagging insecurities? 
Self-awareness can be your trusty wand here!


Lastly, mix in some compromise magic. Chat about boundaries that make you 
both comfy when you're apart. It's like creating your own map for this trust 
journey, so both of you are on the same path.


Remember, relationships are like intricate paintings, and trust is a color that you 
add over time. With open convo and a sprinkle of understanding, you'll be crafting 
a masterpiece together in no time!


Question 2: Jeff from New York ~ How do you rebuild trust after it's been 
broken? I found out my partner was keeping something from me, and now 
I'm struggling to trust them again. 

Hey Jeff, your question hits a chord with many of us. Trust fractures can feel like a 
real plot twist, right? So, how do you mend those cracks? Well, buckle up for 
some advice that's as solid as a New York bagel.


Start with open chat – your trust toolkit's MVP. Sit down with your partner, create 
a comfy setting, and share your feelings. It's like flipping the script in a rom-com – 
you're opening up, they're all ears. Now, transparency is your lantern guiding you 
through the dark trust tunnel. Your partner should spill the beans, even if they're 
spicy ones. Consistent honesty is the glue that repairs trust step by step.


Patience, my friend, is your magical ingredient. You're on a trust journey, not a 
trust sprint. Think of it like nurturing a bonsai tree – gentle care over time makes it 
bloom. Small gestures matter – check-ins, reassurances – they're like water and 
sunlight for the trust garden.


And hey, if these trust clouds keep hanging around, there's no shame in seeking 
expert advice. A couples' therapist can be like a GPS guiding you both toward 
trust paradise.




Remember, Jeff, trust restoration is like crafting a pottery masterpiece from 
shattered pieces. With honest conversations, consistency, patience, and maybe a 
little professional help, you're on your way to a strong, resilient bond.


Question 3: Bill from Kansas ~ I struggled with trust issues after a past 
relationship. It's been tough bringing that baggage into my new one. Any 
tips on moving forward?  

Hey Bill, big shoutout for sharing your journey. We've all carried bags from past 
trips, but that baggage doesn't define your current adventure. Moving forward 
after trust hiccups is like exploring a new chapter – so let's grab a cup of tea and 
chat!


First thing's first: give yourself a pep talk. Imagine you're your own best buddy – 
you'd tell them that their past doesn't define them, right? So, practice that self-
love! Embrace the lessons your past gave you – you're wiser than you know.


Now, let's get practical. Self-compassion is your potion here. Be kind to yourself, 
just like you'd be to a friend. It's like planting seeds of growth in your trust garden. 
According to some clever researchers, self-compassion helps heal the heart's 
scratches.


Share your backstory with your partner – it's like revealing a plot twist in a novel. 
Open convo is key. Their understanding can create a cozy haven where trust can 
grow.


Set realistic expectations – trust building is like crafting a delicate soufflé. It takes 
time, precision, and a sprinkle of patience. You might have moments of doubt, 
and that's okay! Be patient with yourself and your partner.


And hey, if things feel like a puzzle with missing pieces, consider a couples' 
therapist. They're like relationship puzzle masters, helping you put those trust 
pieces in place.


Bill, you're writing a fresh chapter. Be open to growth, balance instincts with 
rational thinking, and remember that past stumbles don't define your journey 
ahead.


Question 4: Tara from London ~ How can I trust my instincts when I've been 
wrong before? I feel like my past mistakes are clouding my judgment. 

Tara, thanks for this gem of a question. Trusting your instincts can feel like trusting 
the weather forecast in England – unpredictable! But here's the scoop:


Think of your instincts as a seasoned tour guide in the labyrinth of life. Sure, they 
might have led you astray before, but they're still holding that lantern. Balancing 



intuition with logic is like having both GPS and a map while navigating a new city.


Here's a cool trick: mix in a bit of past wisdom. Reflect on times when your 
instincts were on point and times they weren't. It's like building a secret library of 
clues. And remember, learning from your past misadventures is like leveling up in 
a video game.


Lastly, trust yourself like you trust your favorite cozy sweater. You've got this, Tara! 
With a dash of logic, a sprinkle of experience, and a whole lot of self-belief, you'll 
find the right path.


Closing Thoughts: 

We've just embarked on a journey exploring the twists and turns of trust issues 
in relationships, and boy, have we unraveled some gold nuggets. But before we 
wave goodbye, let's do a little recap and leave you with some gems that'll have 
you pondering till the next sunrise. 

Here's the scoop: trust isn't just a side dish in relationships; it's the juicy steak 
at the heart of it all. Think of it as the secret sauce that keeps things smokin' 
hot. Without trust, even the most enchanting connections can crumble faster 
than a sandcastle at high tide. So, remember, putting in the effort to nurture 
trust is like investing in a lifelong partnership with the cosmic universe. 

And here's a jaw-dropper: trust is more than just foreseeing your partner's 
moves. It's about genuinely believing that they've got your back, even when 
you're lost in the woods of uncertainty. Mind-blowing, right?  

But let's get practical. When trust issues knock on your relationship's door, 
don't just ignore them like that pesky neighbor. Open communication is your 
superhero cape. Seriously, it's like the Batmobile of relationship problem-
solving. Sharing your fears, hopes, and quirky obsessions with your partner? 
It's like your secret weapon against trust breakdowns. 

Now, let me hit you with a story that packs a punch. Brace yourself: there was 
this dynamic duo who faced trust demons head-on. They decided to unleash 
the truth, even when it made them squirm. Guess what? This raw honesty 
turned out to be their magic potion. It's proof that trust can rise from the ashes 
like a phoenix, even when it's on life support. 

Oh, and don't leave yourself hanging, my friend. Building confidence in yourself 
is like growing a beard— it takes time and patience, but the end result is a 
glorious masterpiece. Trusting your gut feelings and declaring your personal 
boundaries? That's like building a fortress around your heart, guarding it 
against unwelcome invaders. 



Before we part ways, here's a slice of wisdom for your heart's pizza: trust is a 
graceful dance for two. It's like doing the tango in the rain – you're there to 
catch each other when the moves get slippery. It might not be all smooth 
moves, but oh boy, the dance floor is yours to conquer. 

Keep nurturing those trust vibes, keep those chats flowing like a mountain 
stream, and remember that you're the architect of relationships that thrive on 
trust. 

And with that, we're wrapping up today's thrilling episode. But guess what? 
We’ve still got miles to go on this rollercoaster of relationship revelations. Stay 
curious, stay connected, and until we meet again, take care of yourselves and 
sprinkle a little trust magic wherever you go.
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